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Chapter 1 : Documents Relating to American Foreign Policy Prior to
President Harrison did not always succeed in pushing forward his foreign policy agenda. For example, he failed to
secure a coaling station in Haiti. Likewise, the President could not convince Congress to guarantee the bonds of a
private company trying to build a canal in Nicaragua, nor did he achieve the annexation of Hawaii.

History[ edit ] The ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle described humans as social animals. Therefore,
friendships and relations have existed between humans since the beginning of human interaction. As the
organization developed in human affairs, relations between people also organized. Foreign policy thus goes
back to primitive times. The inception in human affairs of foreign relations and the need for foreign policy to
deal with them is as old as the organization of human life in groups. Before writing, most of these relations
were carried out by word of mouth and left little direct archaeological evidence. The literature from ancient
times, the Bible , the Homeric poems, the histories of Herodotus and Thucydides , and many others, show an
accumulation of experience in dealing with foreigners. Ancient Chinese and Indian writings[ which?
Consequently, international relations became a public concern as well as an important field of study and
research. After the Second World War and during the s, many researchers[ who? This work was done for
international relations and not for foreign policy as such. Gradually, various theories began to grow around
international relations, international systems, and international politics, but the need for a theory of foreign
policy that is, the starting point in each sovereign state continued to receive negligible attention. The reason
was that the states used to keep their foreign policies under official secrecy, and unlike today, it was not
considered appropriate for the public to know about these policies. World War II and its devastation posed a
great threat and challenge for humanity which revealed to everyone the importance of international relations.
Though foreign policy formulation continued to remain a closely guarded process at the national level, wider
access to governmental records and greater public interest provided more data from which academic work
placed international relations in a structured framework of political science. Graduate and post-graduate
courses developed. Research was encouraged, and gradually, international relations became an academic
discipline in universities throughout the world. When were peaceful and amicable results leading to better
relations ever obtained through considered action and what was that action? The writers who worked with the
foreign policy can be divided into two groups: World war writers who treat international politics and foreign
policy as an indifferent, single field of study Writers who recognize foreign policy as a source rather than the
substance of international politics and bring it under study as a subject The second group restricts to foreign
policy making. The works of the second group come closer to the theory of foreign policy, but there is no
attempt to formulate a basic theory of foreign policy. International relations theory Shapiro, in his comparative
study of the foreign policy of different countries, felt that the lack of a basic theory of foreign policy was
particularly disabling and pointed out the harmful effect of the absence of a general theory of foreign policy on
foreign policy literature. Or why do we need a general theory of foreign policy? The absence of a general
theory in this field leads to some serious consequences. We cannot explain the relationships we discover; we
can make predictions only about the foreign policy behavior. We will have to depend on luck and educative
guesses to come up with worthwhile research hypothesis. Research will become an ad-hoc or unplanned
research, with no justification provided for the selection of casesâ€”no system and no consistency. A field
without theory is hardly an area of disciplined scientific inquiry. A diplomat will be likely to have a more
complex estimate or knowledge of other governments. His or her estimate, however, will certainly be
simplistic and heavily influenced by his or her own perceptual blinders, leading to faulty or biased policy
judgments. A theoretical framework of foreign policy is needed to analyze the day-to-day interactions in
international relations and to compare individual foreign policies. The focus is primarily on the policies of
state actors with defined territories and jurisdictional boundaries, and less so on non-state actors, except in the
context of how they impact national government decisions and policies. The formal field of study of
international relations is itself fairly[ clarification needed ] recent and a specific subset of international
relations such as foreign policy analysis does not receive wide attention as a field of scientific study, as
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opposed to the widespread use of terms like "foreign policy" and "foreign policy expert" in news media and
general discussions about government when such experts may have more extensive backgrounds in fields
other than foreign policy analysis. The organization Foreign Policy Interrupted recognized the gender disparity
in foreign policy expert representation and is amplifying the number of female voices in foreign policy media
coverage. Government officials involved in making foreign policy often perceive risk in giving away
information about their policy-making processes and do not discuss the subject since control of information is
itself often a part of foreign policy. The vast record of empirical data and research is given academic attention
to fit it into the framework of a general theory of foreign policy. The second group of writers has made
contributions in its development in many ways: Collation of systematic empirical studies with a view to
articulating general pro-positions pertaining to state behavior. Analysis of foreign policy making with an
emphasis on the process itself and the determinants that influence foreign policy. Development of a scientific
approach to and model for foreign policy analysis such as the rational actor model , domestic-public model,
etc. Studies undertaken to prepare world order models.
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Benjamin Harrison's Domestic & Foreign Policy. During Harrison's term in the White House, the lingering effects of an
economic depression led to calls for more expansive federal legislation.

Visit Website Did you know? He stood five feet six inches tall, and was called "Little Ben" by his Democratic
opponents. Though his father had warned Benjamin of the pressures of a life in politics, his wife encouraged
his political ambitions. The young Harrison became active in state politics in Indiana, joining the fledgling
Republican Party, which had been built on the opposition to slavery and its extension into the western
territories. He supported the first Republican presidential candidate, John C. When the Civil War broke out in ,
Harrison joined the Union Army as a lieutenant in the 70th Indiana Volunteer Infantry Regiment, and he
would attain the rank of brevet brigadier general by Four years later, he won the nomination but lost a close
race in the general election. Senate , arguing for the rights of homesteaders and Native Americans against the
expanding railroad industry and campaigning for generous pensions for Civil War veterans, among other
issues. A highly principled and devoutly religious man, Harrison broke with the Republican Party to oppose
the Chinese Exclusion Act of which aimed to close the United States to Chinese immigrants due to its
violation of rights given to the Chinese under an earlier treaty; the act passed without his support. Harrison
lost his Senate seat after a Democratic victory in the Indiana state legislature in , only to gain the Republican
nomination for president the following year. On the other hand, Harrison lent his support to the Sherman
Silver Purchase Act, which required the government to purchase 4. Ohio Senator John Sherman sponsored
both acts. Blaine displayed a growing American influence in world affairs. Harrison was unsuccessful,
however, in his attempts to convince Congress to back the construction of a canal in Nicaragua, as well as in
his efforts to annex Hawaii in The revelation that Caroline Harrison was seriously ill led to modest campaign
efforts by both men and caused Harrison to limit his appearances in key swing states, contributing to the
margin of his defeat. Caroline died of tuberculosis in late October, and two weeks later Harrison lost to
Cleveland by an electoral vote of to , the most decisive victory in 20 years. After leaving the White House,
Harrison returned to Indianapolis and his law practice. In , Harrison served as leading counsel for Venezuela
in the arbitration of its boundary dispute with Great Britain. After spending almost a decade as a respected
elder statesman and acclaimed public speaker, he died in of pneumonia. Start your free trial today.
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This book presents the evolution of the field of foreign policy analysis and explains the theories that have structured
research in this area over the last 50 years. It provides the essentials of emerging theoretical trends, data and
methodological pitfalls and major case-studies and is designed to.

Conceivably, the president could set forth appealing prospects and manage crises in ways that would attract
the attention and approval of the public, and simultaneously diminish its absorption in domestic affairs. In the
initial two years of his term, Harrison had by no means been inattentive to foreign affairs. He entered office
intent on abandoning isolation as a cornerstone of foreign policy, and his selection of Blaine as secretary of
state augured an era of initiative and creativity. He and Blaine seized the opportunity provided by a law
enacted late in the Cleveland administration that requested the president to convene a meeting of Latin
American countries. Arrangements begun by Cleveland were completed by Harrison and Blaine. Discussions
preparatory to the conference, scheduled to begin on 2 October , looked toward a customs union,
inter-American rail and steamship lines, trademark and copyright laws, and arbitration treaties. A major
feature of this first Pan-American Conference, to which seventeen Latin American nations sent delegates to
Washington, was a six-thousand-mile tour to impress the visitors with the size, wealth, and manufacturing
capabilities of the United States. When the conference reassembled, with Blaine presiding with brilliance and
tact and Harrison watchful of progress and problems, the United States offered its plan for a customs union,
through which tariff barriers would be reduced and trade with Europe curtailed. In a second thrust, Blaine
urged that machinery be created for the arbitration of disputes. Again the proposal lost, by a wide margin.
National rivalries and fears of United States dominance shaped these decisions. At other junctures, Harrison
advocated construction of a Central American canal and increased U. In both Latin America and the Pacific,
Harrison pursued expansionist policies sometimes expressed in a bellicose manner. The heritage of foreign
policy issues from the Cleveland administration also included the Bering Sea controversy, which centered on
the wanton slaughter of fur seals off the Alaskan coast. The scalers, mostly Canadians who stationed their
vessels outside the three-mile limit, soon threatened the seals with extinction. An intricate diplomatic
controversy ensued, and continued after the termination of the Harrison administration. The murder of the
local police superintendent on 16 October was attributed to the Mafia, inspired by the heavy migration of
Italians, many from Sicily, where the Mafia Black Hand Society flourished. Numerous Italians in New
Orleans were arrested, and fearful of violence, Harrison requested a full report from the governor of Louisiana.
In March a jury found six defendants not guilty and a judge declared a mistrial for the remaining three. An
aroused local citizenry stormed the prison and shot down some prisoners and hanged others. Because Blaine
was ill, Harrison composed a telegram to the governor of Louisiana deploring the massacre and requesting
protection for Italians in New Orleans. Italian Americans elsewhere in the country called for full and prompt
justice. The outraged Italian government demanded indemnity. Harrison directed the American minister in
Rome to explain "the embarrassing gap in federalismâ€”that in such cases the state alone has jurisdiction.
Even more distracting was a stormy interlude in relations with Chile when its government was overthrown in
Harrison disdained the rebels who, he said, "do not know how to use victory and moderation," and he delayed
his conferral of recognition. Meanwhile, sailors of the USS Baltimore on shore leave in Valparaiso, Chile,
engaged in a saloon brawl in which two sailors were killed, seventeen others were injured, and still others
were chased by rioters, aided by police, around the city. When Chile made no apology or expression of regret,
Harrison directed that a sharp note be dispatched complaining of the delay. With Chilean legal processes
moving slowly in dealing with alleged wrongdoers, Harrison declared in his annual message to Congress 9
December that if the Chilean investigation did not provide satisfaction to the United States, he would again
bring the matter before Congress "for such action as may be necessary. Blaine urged caution and
understanding for the Chileans amid angry cabinet discussions, and on one occasion, the president leaned
forward and with an emphatic gesture declared, "Mr. Secretary, that insult was to the uniform of the United
States sailors. A new Chilean foreign minister fortunately proved more accommodating and made an
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unexceptionable apology. Even as the apology was being decoded, Harrison milked the episode for all of its
political worth by dispatching another special message to Congress 25 January , detailing the crisis at great
length, and submitted the irritating diplomatic papers "for the grave and patriotic consideration" of Congress
"and for such action as may be deemed appropriate. Harrison inherited the perplexities of policymaking
concerning the distant Samoa Islands, where Britain, Germany, and the United States had long been jockeying
for ascendance. Relations with Germany were particularly edgy when Harrison began his administration, but
Otto von Bismarck, the Iron Chancellor, who wished to avoid further trouble, convened the Berlin Conference
29 April Opportunity knocked late in his administration when a revolution toppled Queen Liliuokalani. The
upheaval prompted the United States minister, John L. Stevens, to call for troopsâ€”which were
dispatchedâ€”to protect American lives and property. Stevens and Provisional President Sanford Dole
prepared a treaty of annexation. In a report to Harrison, Stevens noted that "the Hawaiian pear is now fully
ripe, and this is the golden hour for the United States to pluck it. Although it was late in his term, he placed a
treaty before the Senate 16 February and urged "annexation full and complete. When restored to the
presidency, Grover Cleveland, a resolute anti-annexationist, withdrew the treaty. Although Harrison seemingly
used foreign policy to satisfy his own political necessities, and especially the gaining of reelection, much of
what he did mirrored basic forces and longings of American society. When he became president,
Reconstruction was virtually complete, industrial production was fast expanding, and American manufacturers
were eager for foreign markets as outlets for their burgeoning surpluses. He was fastidious in requesting
empowerments from Congress, in subjecting his policy initiatives to its approval, and in respecting its
constitutionally conferred power to declare war. For major projects, he depended on the treaty power rather
than the executive agreement, which can bypass the legislative power. He was solicitous of public approval
and alert to the need for informing the public of foreign affairs problems through messages to Congress and
his extensive speechmaking across the country. Many Republican professionals regarded that eventuality with
apprehension and distaste. Comment about this article, ask questions, or add new information about this topic:
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The Trump administration has gutted the budget for fighting far-right extremists, making it harder to stop attacks like the
Pittsburgh massacre.

Four years later, he lost the election. He was more successful with foreign policy. When Harrison moved to his
new room house in Indianapolis in the s, he was a prosperous lawyer. The house was his permanent home
until his death in In , he accepted the Republican nomination for president at the house, planned his strategy,
and often spoke to crowds assembled on the tree-shaded lawn. On one occasion, admirers celebrating his
nomination carried off the picket fence surrounding the yard. Harrison graduated from Miami University, in
Oxford, Ohio, in with distinction. The next year, he married Caroline L. In , he moved to the growing town of
Indianapolis, Indiana, to pursue a legal career. He soon became involved in local politics as a Republican. His
law practice prospered, and he moved to a series of residences, each larger and more spacious than the last. In
, Harrison purchased a double lot on North Delaware Street, then on the outskirts of the town. In the s, he built
a two-story Italianate house with 16 rooms. The large elegant home, a symbol of his success as a lawyer,
would be his home for the rest of his life. Harrison organized and commanded a regiment of volunteers during
the Civil War. After the war, he resumed his law practice in Indianapolis. He lost his bid for governor, but
won election to the United States Senate in , serving until In , Harrison lost the popular vote in his presidential
campaign against incumbent Grover Cleveland by a narrow margin but became president by winning in the
Electoral College. President Harrison was able to get legislation he wanted passed by Congress and
accomplished a number of things during his single term in office. He was proudest of his foreign policy
achievements. He helped negotiate international agreements over the status of Samoa and seal hunting in the
Bering Sea. He strongly exerted rights of the United States in a bitter dispute with Chile and received an
official apology. At the same time, he increased the number of jobs under the Civil Service Act and appointed
a very active Theodore Roosevelt to the Civil Service Commission. Intense disputes over monetary policy and
tariffs dominated his administration. In response to demands by farmers and other groups burdened by high
debts, the Harrison administration passed the controversial Sherman Silver Purchase Act of , which allowed
the Treasury to buy more silver. Debtors hoped that issuing new silver coins would expand the money supply
and make it easier for them to pay their debts. In fact, restrictions enacted as part of the legislation prevented
any substantial growth in the supply of money. The McKinley Tariff, which raised duties on imports an
average of 48 percent, led to a large Treasury surplus and the first billion dollar budget. When critics attacked
"the billion-dollar Congress," Speaker Thomas B. Reed replied, "This is a billion-dollar country. The high
tariff was not popular among farmers and many westerners, who were already turning towards Populism. It
contributed to the Republican loss of control of Congress in the elections of President Harrison also signed
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act "to protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies," the
first Federal act attempting to regulate trusts. Although created partially in response to growing grievances of
farmers and laborers, the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, more often used against organized labor than against
monopolies during this period, did little to protect the working class. Harrison returned to his home in
Indianapolis and resumed his law career. He renovated the house, installed electricity, added the present
columned front porch, and redecorated the front parlor. He died in in the master bedroom on the second floor
of the house. When the music school moved to Butler University in , the foundation restored the house and
opened it to the public. In , it created the President Benjamin Harrison Foundation, which operates the house
as a historic house museum. Today visitors can see 10 of the original 16 rooms, restored and furnished with
Harrison items and period pieces. Notable furnishings include cut-crystal chandeliers, an original Harrison
settee, and an Agra rug from India c. Furniture from his law office now occupies a third-floor room. The
master bedroom contains a huge hand-carved bed, and an exercise machine. The original wallpaper patterns of
the front parlor, back parlor, and library are currently being recreated. Click here for the National Historic
Landmark registration file: Tours are offered on the half hour and several exhibits are on display. The house is
closed for all major holidays. For more information visit President Benjamin Harrison Home website or call
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Frederic Wehrey is a senior associate in the Middle East Program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
He is the author of Sectarian Politics in the Gulf: From the Iraq War to the.

Chapter 6 : Foreign affairs - Benjamin Harrison - policy, war, election, domestic, second
A country's foreign policy, also called foreign relations or foreign affairs policy, consists of self-interest strategies chosen
by the state to safeguard its national interests and to achieve goals within its international relations milieu. The
approaches are strategically employed to interact with other countries.

Chapter 7 : Benjamin Harrison Home--Presidents: A Discover Our Shared Heritage Travel Itinerary
Trump is keen to sweep any discussion of Saudi Arabia's involvement in Jamal Khashoggi's killing under the
rugâ€”which raises big questions about his foreign policy overall. https:// calendrierdelascience.com

Chapter 8 : Richard Congreve - Wikipedia
Neither Zachary Taylor nor his secretary of state, John M. Clayton, had had much experience in foreign affairs. As in
domestic matters, Taylor was not directly involved in either foreign policy formation or diplomacy. His administration
acted to stop an expedition filibustering against Cuba.

Chapter 9 : falkoon â€“ Foreign Policy
Richard Congreve (4 September - 5 July ) was an English philosopher, one of the leading figures in the specifically
religious interpretation of Auguste Comte's form of positivism.
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